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Abstract:  

Rabindranath Tagore's Gitanjali is a masterpiece of devotional poetry that delves into 

themes of spirituality, love, and human emotions. Central to the aesthetic experience of 

Gitanjali is the concept of Rasa-Siddhanta, derived from Indian aesthetic theories, 

which emphasizes the evocation of different emotional states or rasas in the audience. 

This research paper provides a comprehensive analysis of Rasa-Siddhanta in Tagore's 

Gitanjali, offering specific comparative examples from the text to illustrate the 

manifestation of various rasas or Sthayibhavas. By examining the interplay of language, 

imagery, and poetic devices, this paper elucidates how Tagore masterfully invokes 

different emotional aesthetics to evoke a transformative experience for the reader. 

Key Terms: Rasa-Siddhanta, Rasas, Sthayibhava, Symbolism, Allegory, Metaphor, 

Imagery  

 

Introduction: 

• Overview of Rasa-Siddhanta:  

रसो वै सः - Raso vi sha- ‘वह रसरूप है।’- Taiteriya Upanishad 

Rasovaisah - "He is sweetness"- https://saispeaks.sathyasai.org/discourse/raso-vai-

sah 

 

Rasa-Siddhanta, derived from Indian aesthetic theories, emphasizes the evocation of 

different emotional states or rasas in the audience. In Gitanjali, Tagore masterfully 

employs poetic techniques to evoke profound emotional responses, aligning with the 

principles of Rasa-Siddhanta. 

• Importance of Gitanjali in Indian Literature:  

Gitanjali holds a significant place in Indian literature as a masterpiece of devotional 

poetry. Tagore's exploration of spirituality, love, and human emotions resonates deeply 

with readers, transcending cultural and linguistic boundaries. 
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• Objective of the Paper:  

This research paper aims to analyze the manifestation of Rasa-Siddhanta in Gitanjali 

through comparative examples, highlighting how Tagore's poetry invokes different 

emotional aesthetics and facilitates a transformative experience for the reader. 

 

Theoretical Framework: 

• Concept of Rasa in Indian Aesthetics: Rasa, in Indian aesthetics, refers to the 

emotional essence or flavor evoked by a work of art. In Gitanjali, Tagore evokes a range 

of rasas, from tranquility to compassion, through his poignant verses. 

• Components of Rasa-Siddhanta: Rasa-Siddhanta comprises nine rasas, 

Sthayibhavas (dominant emotions), and auxiliary elements like vibhavas and 

anubhavas. Tagore's poetry effectively captures these components, creating a rich 

tapestry of emotional experiences. 

• Application of Rasa in Literary Texts: Tagore's utilization of Rasa-Siddhanta in 

Gitanjali aligns with its application in literary texts, as his poetry resonates with 

readers on an emotional level, eliciting feelings of joy, sorrow, love, and longing. 

 

3. Comparative Analysis of Emotional Aesthetics in Gitanjali: 

A. Shanta Rasa (Tranquility):  

एतेषु नवरसेषु शान्तरसोऽन्यतमो यतः  चतुववर्वपुरुषारे्थषु योऽन्यतमः  पुरुषार्थो मोक्षरूपः  तस्य सम्बन्धः  

शान्तरसेन सह वतवते । 

Among these nine tastes, the taste of peace is the other, since the other of the 

four classes of purposes, which is the form of liberation, is related to the taste 

of peace. 

https://www.exoticindiaart.com/book/details/shanta-rasa-in-sanskrit-

literatue-nzy430/#mz-expanded-view-1485674623660 

 

In Gitanjali, Tagore invokes Shanta Rasa through poems such as "Light, my 

light" and "The tame bird was in a cage." Through serene imagery and 

meditative language, Tagore evokes a sense of inner peace and tranquility in 

the reader.For example, 

(i) "Light, my light" (57) 

In this poem Tagore begins with the invocation "Light, my light," addressing the 

divine source of illumination.The imagery of light symbolizes enlightenment and 

spiritual awakening, inviting the reader to transcendence.Tagore employs serene 

imagery, such as "Endless strength flows from you" and "My body feels your touch," 

evoking a sense of divine presence and inner peace.The repetition of the phrase 

"Light, my light" reinforces the meditative quality of the poem, creating a rhythmic 

cadence that soothes the reader's soul.Through meditative language and 

contemplative imagery, Tagore cultivates a feeling of tranquility and spiritual calm, 

inviting the reader to bask in the radiance of divine light. 

(ii) "The tame bird was in a cage" (The Gardener-06) 

Here Tagore introduces the metaphor of a caged bird to symbolize the human soul 

trapped in worldly desires and attachments.The imagery of the cage conveys a sense 

of confinement and restriction, evoking feelings of inner turmoil and 

restlessness.Tagore contrasts the plight of the caged bird with the freedom of the 

boundless sky, highlighting the yearning for spiritual liberation and 

transcendence.The poem employs simple yet profound language, such as "The cage 

http://www.ijcrt.org/
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had food and drink," emphasizing the transient nature of worldly comforts and 

pleasures.Through the metaphor of the caged bird, Tagore evokes a sense of longing 

for inner freedom and spiritual liberation, inviting the reader to contemplate the 

deeper truths of existence. 

 

In both "Light, my light" and "The tame bird was in a cage," Tagore employs serene 

imagery and meditative language to evoke a sense of inner peace and tranquility in the 

reader. While "Light, my light" focuses on the divine source of enlightenment and 

spiritual awakening, "The tame bird was in a cage" explores the metaphor of the caged 

bird to symbolize the human soul's yearning for spiritual liberation. Together, these 

poems invite readers to contemplate the nature of existence and find solace in the 

transcendent beauty of the divine. 

 

B. Karuna Rasa (Compassion):  

अर्थ करुणो नाम शोकस्र्थाययभावप्रभवः  । स 

चशापके्लशयवयनपयततेष्टजनयवप्रयोर्यवभवनाशवधबन्धयवद्रवोपघात- व्यसनसंयोर्ायियभयववभावैः  समुपजायते 

। 

Then there is the name of compassion, which is the source of the 

permanent feeling of sorrow. Like, Curse, trouble, fall, dear people, 

separation, power, destruction, killing, bondage, flight, accident. It is caused 

by addiction, combination and other emotions. 

 

Tagore portrays Karuna Rasa in poems like "Pluck this little flower" and "The 

sleep that flits on baby's eyes." His compassionate portrayal of human 

suffering and empathy towards all living beings evokes deep feelings of 

compassion in the reader.For example, 

 

(i) "Pluck this little flower" (06) 

In this poem, Tagore begins by addressing the divine with a plea to pluck a little 

flower from his garden. The act of plucking the flower symbolizes the ephemeral 

nature of life and the inevitability of death. 

Tagore's language is poignant and evocative, as he describes the fragility of life 

with phrases like "The frail flower exists today" and "Tomorrow it will be 

gone."Through the imagery of the delicate flower, Tagore invites readers to 

contemplate the transient beauty of existence and the impermanence of all 

worldly things.The poem's tone is infused with a sense of empathy and 

compassion, as Tagore acknowledges the inevitability of death and the fleeting 

nature of life's joys and sorrows.Ultimately, "Pluck this little flower" serves as a 

poignant meditation on the human condition, evoking feelings of compassion and 

empathy in the reader as they confront the impermanence of life and the 

inevitability of death. 

(ii) "The sleep that flits on baby's eyes" (61) 

In this poem Tagore opens this poem with a tender description of a baby's 

peaceful sleep, using imagery such as "The sleep that flits on baby's eyes" and 

"The smile that flickers on baby's lips."The imagery of the sleeping baby evokes 

feelings of innocence and vulnerability, inviting readers to empathize with the 

child's sense of trust and security.Tagore's language is gentle and lyrical, as he 

describes the baby's sleep as "The sweet sleep that comes with the droop of the 
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day upon its eyes." Through the portrayal of the sleeping baby, Tagore conveys a 

sense of compassion and empathy towards all living beings, highlighting the 

innocence and purity of the human soul.The poem's tranquil tone and evocative 

imagery evoke deep feelings of compassion and empathy in the reader, fostering a 

sense of interconnectedness with all living creatures. 

 

In both "Pluck this little flower" and "The sleep that flits on baby's eyes," Tagore's 

compassionate portrayal of human suffering and empathy towards all living beings 

evokes deep feelings of compassion in the reader. Through poignant imagery and 

lyrical language, Tagore invites readers to contemplate the transient nature of life 

and the universal experience of joy and sorrow. Ultimately, these poems serve as 

poignant reminders of the importance of compassion and empathy in the face of 

life's inevitable trials and tribulations. 

C. Shringara Rasa (Love):  

 

तत्र शृ्रङ्गारो नाम रयतस्र्थाययभावप्रभव उज्ज्वलवेषात्मकः  ।यर्था यत्कियचल्लोके शुयच मेध्यमुज्ज्वलं िशवनीयं 

वा तचृ्छङ्गारेण उपमीयते । यस्ताविुज्जवलवेषः  स शृ्रङ्गारवायनतु्यच्यते  

Of these, the Erotic (śringāra) Sentiment proceeds from the Dominant State of 

love (rati) and it has as its basis (lit. soul) bright attire; for whatever in this 

world is white, pure, bright and beautiful is appreciated in terms of the 

Dominant State of love (śringāra). 

 

 

Shringara Rasa is evident in poems like "My heart, the bird of the wilderness" 

and "On the day when death will knock at thy door." Tagore's depiction of 

divine love and longing for spiritual union resonates with the reader's own 

experiences of love and longing. 

 

(i) "My heart, the bird of the wilderness" (The Gardener: 56) 

In this poem, Tagore employs vivid imagery and metaphor to express the longing 

of the human heart for divine union.Tagore begins by likening the heart to a bird 

of the wilderness, emphasizing its sense of yearning and restlessness.The imagery 

of the wilderness evokes feelings of longing and desire, as Tagore describes the 

heart's quest for spiritual fulfillment.Tagore's language is poetic and evocative, as 

he describes the heart's journey through the wilderness with phrases like 

"Seeking its dream of the endless sky" and "Ever wandering in search of the 

unknown."Through the metaphor of the bird, Tagore conveys a sense of divine 

longing and spiritual yearning that resonates with readers' own experiences of 

love and longing.Ultimately, "My heart, the bird of the wilderness" serves as a 

poignant meditation on the human soul's quest for spiritual union, evoking 

feelings of love and longing in the reader as they contemplate the transcendent 

beauty of divine love. 

 

(ii) "On the day when death will knock at thy door" (90) 

In this poem, Tagore addresses the beloved with a tender plea to remember their 

love and devotion in the face of mortality.Tagore's language is intimate and 

heartfelt, as he implores the beloved to cherish their moments of togetherness 

and intimacy.The imagery of death knocking at the door serves as a reminder of 
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life's impermanence and the need to embrace love and connection while we 

can.Tagore's depiction of divine love and longing for spiritual union resonates 

with readers' own experiences of love and longing, inviting them to reflect on the 

deeper truths of existence.Through the portrayal of love transcending the 

boundaries of mortality, Tagore conveys a sense of timeless devotion and spiritual 

connection that resonates with readers' hearts.Ultimately, "On the day when 

death will knock at thy door" serves as a poignant reminder of the enduring 

power of love to transcend the limits of time and mortality, evoking deep feelings 

of love and longing in the reader as they contemplate the eternal nature of divine 

love. 

 

In both "My heart, the bird of the wilderness" and "On the day when death will knock at 

thy door," Tagore's depiction of divine love and longing for spiritual union resonates 

with readers' own experiences of love and longing. Through evocative imagery and 

heartfelt language, Tagore invites readers to contemplate the transcendent beauty of 

divine love and the timeless nature of spiritual connection. Ultimately, these poems 

serve as poignant reminders of the power of love to transcend the boundaries of 

mortality and unite souls in eternal devotion. 

 

D. Veera Rasa (Heroism):  

अर्थ वीरो नामोत्तमप्रकृयतरुत्साहात्मकः  । स चासंमोहाघ्यवसाय- 

नययवनयबलपराऋमशत्किप्रतापप्रभावायियभयववभअपावैरुत्पद्यते 

स्रै्थयवधैयवशौयवत्यार्वैशारद्यायियभरनुभावैरयभनयः  प्रयोिव्यः  । भा- वाश्चास्य धृयत 

मयतर्वाववेर्ौयामषवसृ्मयतरोमाञ्चप्रयतबोधाियः  । 

अत्राये रसयवचारमुखे उत्साहाध्यवसायाियवषायित्वाियवस्मयान्मोहात् । यवयवधािर्थवयवशेषाद्वीररसो नाम 

संभवयत ।। ६८ । 

त्कस्र्थयतधैयववीरर्वैरुत्साहपराक्रमप्रभावैश्च । 

वाकै्यश्चाके्षपकृतैवीररसः  सम्यर्यभनेयः  ।। ६९ ।। 

Now the Heroic (vira) Sentiment, relates to the superior type of persons and 

has energy as its basis. This is created by Determinants such as presence of 

mind, perseverance, diplomacy, discipline, military strength, aggressiveness, 

reputation of might, influence and the like. It is to be represented on the stage 

by Consequents such as firmness, patience, heroism, charity, diplomacy and 

the like. Transitory States in it are contentment, judgement, pride agitation, 

energy (vega), ferocity, indignation, remembrance, horripilation and the like. 

There are two Aryas [on these points]: 

The Heroic Sentiment arises from energy, perseverance, optimism, absence of 

surprise, and presence of mind and [such other] special conditions [of the 

spirit]. 

This Heroic Sentiment is to be properly represented on the stage by firmness, 

patience, heroism, pride, energy, aggressiveness, influence and censuring 

words. 

 

Tagore explores Veera Rasa in poems such as "This is my delight" and "Leave 

this chanting." Through themes of courage, resilience, and spiritual fortitude, 

Tagore inspires readers to face life's challenges with bravery and conviction. 
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(i) "This is my delight" (44) 

In this poem, Tagore celebrates the joy and beauty of life's challenges, portraying 

them as opportunities for growth and self-discovery.Tagore begins by declaring 

"This is my delight" in the face of adversity,emphasizing his embrace of life's trials 

and tribulations.The poem's language is bold and assertive, as Tagore asserts his 

determination to confront life's challenges with courage and resilience. 

Through vivid imagery and powerful language, Tagore evokes a sense of spiritual 

fortitude and inner strength, inspiring readers to face their own challenges with 

bravery and conviction.Tagore's portrayal of heroism as a joyful pursuit of life's 

challenges resonates with readers' own experiences of overcoming adversity and 

finding strength in the face of hardship.Ultimately, "This is my delight" serves as 

a stirring affirmation of the human spirit's capacity for courage and resilience, 

inspiring readers to embrace life's challenges with bravery and conviction. 

(ii) "Leave this chanting" (11) 

In this poem, Tagore exhorts the reader to leave behind the distractions of worldly 

pursuits and embrace the path of spiritual enlightenment.Tagore's language is 

urgent and impassioned, as he implores the reader to "leave this chanting" and 

embark on a journey of self-discovery and inner transformation.The poem's 

imagery is striking, as Tagore contrasts the ephemeral nature of worldly 

pleasures with the enduring beauty of spiritual enlightenment.Through themes of 

courage, resilience, and spiritual fortitude, Tagore inspires readers to confront 

life's challenges with bravery and conviction, urging them to embrace the path of 

spiritual growth and self-realization.Tagore's portrayal of heroism as the courage 

to transcend worldly desires and pursue spiritual enlightenment resonates with 

readers' own aspirations for inner peace and fulfilment. Ultimately, "Leave this 

chanting" serves as a powerful call to action, inspiring readers to cultivate the 

courage and resilience needed to overcome life's obstacles and embrace the path 

of spiritual heroism. 

 

In both "This is my delight" and "Leave this chanting," Tagore explores themes of 

courage, resilience, and spiritual fortitude, inspiring readers to face life's challenges 

with bravery and conviction. Through vivid imagery, powerful language, and 

impassioned rhetoric, Tagore evokes a sense of heroism as the courage to confront 

adversity and pursue spiritual enlightenment. Ultimately, these poems serve as stirring 

affirmations of the human spirit's capacity for courage and resilience, inspiring readers 

to embrace life's challenges with bravery and conviction as they journey towards 

spiritual growth and self-realization. 

 

4. Poetic Devices and Techniques: 

(i) Symbolism and Allegory: 

Tagore's poetry is replete with symbolism and allegory, enriching the emotional impact 

and depth of his verses. Through symbolic imagery, Tagore conveys profound truths 

and universal themes, inviting readers to delve deeper into the layers of meaning within 

his poetry. For example, in "The tame bird was in a cage," the caged bird serves as a 

powerful allegory for the human soul trapped in the confines of worldly desires and 

attachments. The imagery of the cage evokes a sense of confinement and restriction, 

symbolizing the longing for spiritual liberation and transcendence. By employing such 

powerful symbolism, Tagore invites readers to reflect on the constraints of material 
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existence and the yearning for spiritual freedom, fostering a deeper understanding of 

the human condition and the quest for enlightenment. 

(ii) Metaphor and Simile: 

Tagore's use of metaphor and simile adds layers of richness and complexity to his 

poetry, enhancing the emotional resonance and poetic imagery. Through metaphorical 

language, Tagore explores the ephemeral nature of life and the beauty of the human 

experience. For example, in "Pluck this little flower," the flower serves as a metaphor for 

the fleeting nature of existence, symbolizing the transience of life's joys and sorrows. 

Similarly, in "The sleep that flits on baby's eyes," Tagore compares the innocence of a 

sleeping baby to the purity of a dewdrop, highlighting the fleeting nature of childhood 

innocence and the fragility of human life. By employing metaphor and simile, Tagore 

captures the essence of human experience with vivid imagery and poetic eloquence, 

inviting readers to contemplate the deeper meanings hidden within the fabric of 

existence. 

(iii) Imagery and Sensory Perception: 

Vivid imagery and sensory perception are hallmarks of Tagore's poetry, allowing readers 

to immerse themselves in the rich tapestry of sensory experiences depicted in his 

verses. Through evocative imagery, Tagore conveys a sense of longing, yearning, and 

spiritual awakening. For instance, in "My heart, the bird of the wilderness," the imagery 

of the wilderness evokes feelings of solitude and spiritual yearning, as the heart 

embarks on a journey of self-discovery and divine communion. Similarly, in "Light, my 

light," the imagery of light symbolizes enlightenment and spiritual awakening, inviting 

readers to bask in the radiance of divine illumination. By appealing to the senses and 

painting vivid pictures with words, Tagore creates a sensory experience that transcends 

the boundaries of language, inviting readers to embark on a journey of self-discovery 

and spiritual enlightenment through the transformative power of poetic imagery. 

 

5. Aesthetic Experience and Spiritual Transformation: 

(i) Evocation of Bhavas and Sthayibhavas: 

 

रयतहसश्च शोकश्च क्रोधोत्साहौ भयं तर्था । 

जुरु्प्सा यवस्मयशे्चयत स्र्थाययभावाः  प्रकीयतवताः  ।। १८ ।। 

The Dominant States (sthayibhava) are known to be the following: love, mirth, 

sorrow anger, energy, terror, disgust and astonishment. 

Tagore's poetry serves as a profound exploration of human emotions, evoking a diverse 

range of bhavas (emotions) and Sthayibhavas (dominant emotions) in the reader. 

Through his masterful use of language, imagery, and symbolism, Tagore captures the 

essence of human experience, from the depths of despair to the heights of ecstasy. For 

example, in poems like "My heart, the bird of the wilderness" and "On the day when 

death will knock at thy door," Tagore explores themes of love, longing, and mortality, 

inviting readers to empathize with the universal human condition. By immersing 

readers in the rich tapestry of human emotions, Tagore's poetry leads to a heightened 

aesthetic experience, offering a profound opportunity for self-reflection and 

introspection. Through his lyrical verses, Tagore encourages readers to embark on a 

transformative journey of self-discovery and enlightenment, allowing them to delve deep 

into the recesses of their own hearts and souls. 
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(ii) Immersion in the Divine: 

Gitanjali serves as a gateway to the divine, inviting readers to immerse themselves in 

the transcendent beauty of spiritual experience. Tagore's poetry transcends worldly 

concerns and connects readers with the spiritual realm, offering a glimpse into the 

infinite depths of divine love and grace. Through themes of surrender, devotion, and 

divine union, Tagore inspires readers to seek solace and guidance in the embrace of the 

divine. For instance, in poems like "Pluck this little flower" and "The sleep that flits on 

baby's eyes," Tagore portrays moments of divine presence and spiritual communion, 

inviting readers to surrender themselves completely to the divine will. By facilitating an 

immersive experience in the divine, Gitanjali serves as a source of comfort, inspiration, 

and spiritual nourishment for readers seeking solace and guidance on their spiritual 

journey. 

(iii) Catharsis and Enlightenment: 

Ultimately, Gitanjali offers readers a transformative experience of catharsis and 

enlightenment, as Tagore's poetry awakens the soul to higher truths and deeper 

realities. Through the transformative power of art, Tagore encourages readers to 

transcend their limitations and embrace the boundless potential of the human spirit. 

For example, in poems like "Light, my light" and "This is my delight," Tagore celebrates 

the beauty of life and the human capacity for courage, resilience, and spiritual growth. 

By confronting readers with the universal truths of existence, Tagore's poetry serves as 

a catalyst for personal and spiritual transformation, leading to a profound awakening of 

the soul. Through the cathartic release of pent-up emotions and the illumination of 

higher truths, Gitanjali empowers readers to embark on a journey of self-discovery and 

enlightenment, allowing them to transcend the constraints of worldly existence and 

embrace the infinite possibilities of the human spirit. 

 

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, Rabindranath Tagore's Gitanjali stands as an exemplary embodiment of 

Rasa-Siddhanta, showcasing the profound manifestation of aesthetic emotions that lead 

to a transformative experience for the reader. Throughout this paper, we have explored 

how Tagore skillfully invokes various rasas or Sthayibhavas, ranging from tranquility 

and compassion to love and heroism, through specific comparative examples from the 

text. Through his masterful use of poetic devices, vivid imagery, and evocative language, 

Tagore creates a poetic landscape that resonates with deep emotional and spiritual 

significance. Each poem within Gitanjali serves as a window into the human soul, 

inviting readers to explore the depths of their own emotions and spiritual aspirations. 

 

Tagore's exploration of emotions transcends the boundaries of time and culture, 

touching the hearts of readers across generations and continents. His poetry captures 

the universal experiences of love, longing, suffering, and transcendence, offering solace 

and inspiration to readers on their own spiritual journeys. Through the transformative 

power of literature, Gitanjali facilitates a profound connection between the reader and 

the divine, inviting them to embark on a journey of self-discovery and enlightenment. 

 

As a timeless testament to the power of literature, Gitanjali continues to inspire and 

uplift readers with its timeless wisdom and beauty. Tagore's ability to evoke profound 

emotional responses and facilitate spiritual transformation through his poetry is a 

testament to his enduring legacy as one of the greatest literary figures of the twentieth 

century. In the words of Tagore himself, "Let my thoughts merge with your divine will," 
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Gitanjali stands as a timeless beacon of light, guiding readers towards the path of self-

realization and spiritual fulfilment. 
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